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Identify whether the following statements are true or false

(Score4)

a) Use number and bullet points to make the message clear

b) Use of exclamation marks
c) Use of acronyms

d) Use simple grammar

2)

What is netiquette?

3)

To discuss the environmental issues, you have decided to
prepare a class blogue. Write the blogue
(Score5)

4)

Explain the following

5)

What are the functions of the following expressions?

(Score4)

Tweet, retweet

a) Why don’t we buy a new bike?

(Score2)

b) No, I don’t think that’s what happened
6)

7)

Wangari Maathai visited your school to inaugurate the
environmental club. A function was conducted in your
school in connection with it. You were asked to deliver a
speech in that function .Prepare the speech
Write two demerit s of CSD

(Score5)

(Score2)
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which cases the following discourse markers can be
applied
(Score4)

In

Although, in the same way, for instance, not only ……. But
also
2)

Your friend is a net addict. You want to make him change
from it. Send an e.mail
Describing the illeffect of excessive use of internet.

(Score4)

3)

What do the following terms stand for

(Score4)

4

Write a paragraph on endangered animals

(Score5)

6)

Fill in the blanks using the suitable phrases from the
brackets
(Score 2)

a)

BHOJ, CUL , ASAP, FYI

The meeting has been -----------------(Put off, go through, put out, call on)

b)

He -------- The Prime Minister Yesterday.

6)

Write an example of a content word

7)

(Called on, put out, called at, put on)

(Score1)

All of us learn from failures as well as success. What is
something you gained from an unsuccessful experience?
(Score5)
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1) Write a short description about any tourist site you have

visited.

2)
3)

(Score4)

Transcribe the following words

(Score4)

Mark the tone

(Score2)

Break, soon, sight, country
a) Why are you late?

b) Are you a teacher?

4) Identify the last sounds in the following words

5)

Column, know, bomb

Mark the stress

Talkative, wonderful, psychology

(Score3)
(Score3)

6) Write a paragraph on formal and informal English
7) In which situations the falling tones are used
8) Write two examples of homonyms

(Score4)

(Score3)

(Score2)
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1)

Share a hilarious episode from your life which you can
never forget
(Score4)

2)

suppose you had an illusory vision of a fearful

3)

4)
5)

apparition. Describe the figure

(Score4)

Explain the following
a) Irony

(Score5)

b) Overstatement

You are an anchor of a comedy show on a famous TV
channel. Write the introduction of that show
(Score4)
Identify the figure of speech used in the following
(Score2)
It is slow as tortoise, lazy as a pig, stupid as a fish

6) Write a tall tale to please your younger brother
7) Write a tongue twister

(Score4)
(Score2)
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1)

Share a funny episode which you could not help laughing.

2)

Narrate an incident from your life which haunts you still.

3)

Explain the following

4)

A debate has been conducted in your class based on the

(Score 4)

Pun, Spoonerism

(Score 5)

topic “whether horror serials should be banned.” Write two
arguments in favour of the topic.

5)

(Score 4)

(Score 2)

You hatch a plan to mock your friend on April first. Send

him a whatsapp message which tricks him

(score 2)

6)

Write two adjectives to describe the face of Dracula

7)

Identify the vowels in the following words

9)

Break, kind, boon

” Seriousness is a sin” Explain the statement

(Score 2)

(Score 3)
(Score3)
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1) Mark the stress
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Complicate, communication

2) Mark the tone
a) Shut up

Time : 1 Hour
Marks: 25

(Score 2)

(Score 2)

b) Do you speak English?
3) Explain the following

(Score 5)

4) Identify the last sounds in the following words

(Score 2)

5) Transcribe the following words

(Score 3)

Cockney, dialect, irony

Gnaw, climb

Qualification, establishment, cup

6) Nowadays celebrities are more famous for their glamour and

wealth than for their achievements and this sets a bad
example to young people. To what extent do you agree or
disagree

7) Describe the physical features of your close friend
8) Identify the consonant sounds in the following words
Bridge, know

(Score 5)

(Score 4)
(Score 2)
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1) Transcribe the following words

(Score 4)

2)

(Score 5)

Bury, waking, tomato, cold
Explain the following
a) Receiver,

b) Feedback

3) Odd one out

a) Typewriter, printer, typist, computer

(Score 2)

b) Iron, copper, mercury, carbon
4)

Rearrange the jumbled words

(Score 2)

a) Learned/to/again/walk/a/car/crash/has/victim/a/of
b) thirty-third /Thursday/is/birthday/my

5)

Write an essay on the importance of Communicative

6)

Imagine that you visit an old age home in connection with

English in the present society

(Score 6)

your NSS activity. Prepare a report of the visit to be
published in your school magazine

(Score 6)
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“It is better to go to a single sex school than a mixed school’. A

debate has been conducted in your class based on the above
topic. Write three arguments in favour of the topic.

2)

3)

Time : 1 Hour
Marks: 25

(Score3)

You are a live reporter of NDTV. You are reporting the flood in

Kerala. Write the script of that live report.

(Score6)

write an imaginary conversation with your friend and you based

on the importance of English language (at least six exchanges)

4)

Transcribe the following words

5)

Odd one out

Tweet, journal, train

a) Come, go, take, shape

(Score6)

(Score3)

(Score2)

b) type, kind, mind, fame
6) Rearrange the jumbled words

a) posted/letter/I/and/the/it/about/forgot

(Score2)

b) good/for/animals/veganism/is/is/good/humans/for/too/and

7) Explain the term channel

(Score3)
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Explain the following terms

a) Proof reader

Time : 1 Hour
Marks: 25

(Score 6)

b) Correspondent
c) Plagiarism
d) Slander

2)

Go through the following expressions and write for what

communicative purpose you use them
a) Congratulations

(Score 3)

b) Welcome

c) Goodbye
3)

4)

Your friend visits Ooty. He calls you from there. Prepare a

likely telephonic conversation between your friend and you.
(at least five exchanges)

(Score 5)

Describe your village.

(Score 6)

Hints:

culture, special dish, regional festivals, temple,

mosque, church,
5)

Identify the vowels in the following words

(Score 3)

6)

Identify the consonants in the following words

(Score 2)

Days, free, pool
a) Psychology,

b) tomb,
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2)

COMMUNICATIVE ENGLISH
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Explain the following
a) Road show

Time : 1 Hour
Marks: 25

(Score 5)

b) News flash

Change the following sentences in to news headlines (Score 2)
a) Twelve people were killed overnight in the Brazilian city of

Campinas in a surge of violence that began with the murder of
an off-duty policeman, police and media said on Monday

b) The police questioned a suspect in a robbery yesterday.

3)

You have booked a package tour to Hyderabad. But the tour

was really horrible because of the poor service. Write a letter
of complaint to the manager of the tour authorities about it.

4)

(Score 7)

Go through the following expressions and write for what
communication purpose you use them.
a) Can I have a glass of water?
b) Excuse me

c) Glad to meet you
5)

Write down three catchy phrases to describe any of the tourist

6)

” Travelling is really a nuisance and merely waste of money.” A

site you have visited

(Score 3)

debate has been conducted in your class on the above topic.
Write three arguments against the above topic.

(Score5)
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A post of receptionist lies vacant in a supermarket nearby
your home. Draft a letter of application and CV for the post.

(Score 7)

2)

PV Sindhu, the world champion of badminton in 2019, is
visiting your school to inaugurate the sports meet. You are

assigned to deliver the welcome speech in that function.
Prepare the script of that speech.
3)

(Score 6)

You have bought a car. But it fails to function before
completing

the

warranty

period.

Prepare

a

conversation between the company manager and you.

likely

(Score 5)

or

4)

Prepare a profile of Goda Varma Raja

(Score 5)

5)

After reading the passage of sudhamoorthy, you have

identified certain qualities of her. Write three qualities of
Sudhamoorthy
Or

6) Write the ingredients for preparing sambar.

(Score 2)
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Match the following

Payasam—Coriander

Sambar— Curd

Aviyal— All purpose flour
Poori—Kismis
2)

Write whether the following statements are true or false. (Score4)

a) Yoga helps you relax.

b) Doing exercise is only one part of yoga

c) If you do Yoga, you should not eat meat.
d) It is best to do yoga in a gym
3)

One of your relatives comes to your home unexpectedly.

What type of special dish do you prepare for him/her?
Write the recipe of the dish

4)

5)

(Score5)

Write an essay on the difference between a woman and

man employment.

(Score6)

Write a report on the sports meet conducted in your

school

